One-Stop Solution for Construction Equipment
United Motors & Heavy Equipment Co. LLC – Construction & Industrial Equipment

Outside Stand B31
United Motors & Heavy Equipment Co. LLC (UMHE), a subsidiary company of Darwish Bin Ahmed &
Sons Group, founded in 1964, is participating in the BIG 5 Exhibition, 2016. UMHE is showcasing some of
the premium and high profile brands in the Construction and Industrial Equipment Segment. Also on
display are well-known brands in Aftermarket Spare Parts for Construction Equipment. UMHE is a highly
diversified company and one of the leading names in the UAE - they are authorized dealers for many
renowned and reputed brands, and are involved in the Sales, Service and Distribution of equipment for
Construction and Power Generation.
In line with the current market needs and constantly catering to the rapid changes in the industry,
UMHE’s Construction Industrial Equipment & Parts Division (CIEP Div) is dedicated in offering their
valued customers a comprehensive range of Equipment from across the globe, backed by a well-trained
and high performance Aftersales Service Team to serve their customers.
Today UMHE is the distributor for famous brands of Construction and Industrial equipment like SANY,
YALE, BELL, AIRMAN, LANDOLL, LEICA, MAN, IMER, DAISHIN, GENERAC TOWER LIGHT, SAKAI, ASTEC
and RDT from ATLAS COPCO, DAEMO Rock breakers and highly useful attachments from
AUGERTORQUE. They are the authorized distributors for EATON Hydraulic products which are supported
by an exclusive Sales and Service Team.
UMHE also represents dominating brands in the aftermarket spare parts like BERCO, WEARMASTER,
BRONZ, UM FASTNERS, ASHER LOCKER, FP DIESEL, etc.
SANY is one of the long-standing and well-established brands in the world in Concreting and Construction
equipment business. In alignment with their slogan “Quality changes the world”, SANY’s major thrust is
on continuous improvement with over 6000 highly skilled and knowledgeable Engineers constantly
working to exceed the market demands. SANY Equipment is also on display at UMHE stand, and will be
supported by an expert team to attend their customers and visitors.
“As BIG 5 PMV is one of the most important exhibitions with a regional impact, UMHE chose the PMV
Live Exhibition to showcase their contribution for construction industry across the world.”
UMHE aspires to enable a perpetual growth in the region in near future & looking forward to meet their
existing customers, to understand and meet their future requirements, to strengthen their customer
relationship and to focus more on new business during the forthcoming year.
Please do visit the stand and meet their Products' Heads to know more about their products.

